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Agreement No. 00002

Terms of Use for your PiP (Picture-in-Picture)advertisement
§1 Thank you to give Nemeth/Star Productions the chance to broadcast your PiP advertisement.
§2 The laws of the Federal Republic of Germany and the European Union apply to this Terms of

Use. The place of jurisdiction is Frankfurt am Main, Germany.
§3 Both parties undertake and shall ensure, to the best of their knowledge and belief, that the laws

of the Federal Republic of Germany, the European Union and the country in which the
customer's domicile or registered office is located shall be complied with in the performance of
the order.

§4 If you provided us with your finished PiP for broadcasting or picture or video material to us for
designing your PiP advertisement then you personally warranty that you own the rights to
material you provided to us.

§5 We do not accept or design an PiP advertisement of/for you if it contains the following material:
- political advertisement
- supports or promote anti-constitutional actions, criminal organizations, organized
criminal actions, actions or organizations that endanger democracy.
- If it violates the laws and/or constitution of the Federal Republic of Germany or
European Union laws.

§6 If we have reason to suspect, based on the image or video material provided by you, that the
PiP advertisement designed by Nemeth/Star Productions could be used to support or
promote anti-constitutional or criminal organizations, we will refuse to create this advertisement
and, if necessary, report it to law enforcement agencies.

§7 We offer these payment methods:
- SEPA transfer within the European Union and the European Economic Area to our bank
account.
- PayPal (advised for non-EU costumers)
- SumUP payment link for credit card payments (advised for non-EU costumers)
- electronic transfer, cash deposit for South African costumers

https://www.paypal.me/NemethStarProduktion
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§8 After a completed payment of our invoice your PiP advertisement will be placed in our
production and you can use the PiP advertisement for any usage, except of the
following usages:

- If the advertisement supports organizations or institutions who support or organize
criminal actions or actions that endanger democracy.
- If it violates the constitution of the Federal Republic of Germany or of the country were
the advertisement is placed.

Payment must be completed at least 7 days before the planed broadcast of the production.
§9 Your PiP advertisement in our production will be broadcast on our YouTube Channel,

Instagram Account and Facebook Pages only.
§10 We deliver your PiP advertisement in the following formats (via email and cloud storage):

- MP4
- PDS (Cyberlink PowerDirector File with all layers and project files for your PiP)

§11 None
§12 We do not take responsibility for the way you use the designed PiP advertisement by

Nemeth/Star Productions.
§13 Nemeth/Star Productions is authorized to promote the designed PiP advertisement on our

social media channels and website to show visitors and new costumers the work we do.
§14 You have the right to cancel your order at any time before and until 14 days after payment is

completed. In this case we refund the paid amount and you are not allowed to use the PiP
advertisements incl. Drafts designed by Nemeth/Star Productions incl. the provided files. Your
PiP advertisements will not be used in any of our productions.

§15 Link to our cancellation policy:
https://www.nemethstarproductions.eu/subpage/widerruf-cancelation.html

§16 We have the right to update, remove or add paragraphs to these terms of use at any time.
Business deals concluded in the past remain valid under the terms of the contract that were
current when the deal was concluded.

https://www.paypal.me/NemethStarProduktion
https://www.nemethstarproductions.eu/subpage/widerruf-cancelation.html
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You agreed to these terms
with placing your order

§17 We assure that your personal data will be handled in accordance with the European Union's
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).

§18 Both partners have the right to access their data stored by the other at any time in accordance
with Article 15 of the European Union's General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Both
partners also have the right to request the deletion of your personal data in accordance with
Article 17 of the European Union's General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), unless this data
must continue to be stored due to statutory retention obligations.

§19 Should any of the clauses of this contract become invalid, all other clauses shall remain valid.

____________________________________ ____________________________________
Signature (Nemeth/Star Productions) Signature (Costumer) – if required

https://www.paypal.me/NemethStarProduktion

